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We present here a performan e model whi h simulates di erent versions of the hierar hi al tree ode on di erent omputer ar hite tures, in luding hybrid ar hite tures, where a parallel distributed general purpose host is onne ted to spe ial purpose devi es that a elerate
spe i ompute-intense tasks. We fo us on the inverse square for e omputation task, and study the intera tion of the tree ode with hybrid arhite tures in luding the GRAPE boards spe ialised in the gravity for e
omputation. We validate the a ura y and versatility of our model by
simulating existing on gurations reported in the literature, and use it
to fore ast the performan e of other ar hite tures, in order to assess the
optimal hardware-software on guration.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

The problem of omputing the for e intera tions in a system of N mutually
intera ting parti les is one of the important hallenges to Computational S ien e.
The gravitational intera tions among stars in a stellar globular luster, or the
ele trostati intera tions among ions in a hemi al solution are typi al instan es
of su h a problem, generally known as the N -body problem. As intera tions are
long ranged, the N -body problem s ales as O(N 2 ), leading to an unsustainable
omputational load for realisti values of N . Spe ial software and hardware tools
have been developed in order to make the simulation of realisti N -body systems
feasible.
Two of the most important ontributions to this resear h have been the introdu tion of the hierar hi al tree odes [1℄, and the realisation of the GRAPE
lass of Spe ial Purpose Devi es (SPDs) [2℄. Su h approa hes aim at redu ing
the time spent in omputing the for es. The tree ode rea hes this goal by omputing partial for es on a given parti le from a trun ated multipole expansion
of groups of parti les, instead of adding ea h single for e ontribution. Groups
be ome larger and larger as their distan e from the given parti le in reases.
This te hnique allows to de rease the omputing time of the for e evaluation to

(N log N ), at the ost of a redu ed a ura y, due to the trun ated multipole
expansion. The highest multipole order is usually the quadrupole.
The GRAPE is a very fast SPD, ontaining an array of pipelines, ea h one
hardwiring the operations needed to ompute a gravitational (or ele trostati )
intera tion. The latest development in the GRAPE series, GRAPE-6, will ontain more than 18 000 hierar hi ally organised pipelines in its nal on guration,
for an aggregated peak performan e of about 100 TeraFlop/s [3℄. A omputing
environment able to take advantage of both approa hes ould provide a further
boost to N -body omputation. Resear h in the dire tion of merging these two
approa hes has been arried out for about a de ade [4, 5℄, but the attained performan e has been limited by several fa tors, the most important being related
to the diÆ ulty of using GRAPEs eÆ iently in a distributed ar hite ture. When
sele ted nodes of a distributed ar hite ture are GRAPE hosts, and GRAPEs
are used to ompute for es also for parti les stored in remote nodes, a huge
amount of ommuni ation is ne essary to perform this task, leading to a very
high ommuni ation overhead.
In this paper, we explore the possibility of using a parallel host in order to
improve the performan e of the system. EÆ ient parallelisation of the tree ode
is not straightforward, and mu h e orts have been devoted to this task [6{
8℄. Coupling a parallel host with a set of GRAPE boards introdu es a further
ompli ation, as said above, whi h makes it diÆ ult to estimate the optimal
on guration of the resulting hybrid ar hite ture. In order to understand the
omplex interplay of the parallel algorithm, the parallel general purpose host,
and the multiple board SPD, we developed a performan e model, by means of
whi h we an predi t the performan e of real systems [9, 10℄. Using this tool, the
task of designing the optimal omputing environment for the integration of N body systems an be made less diÆ ult. A detailed dis ussion on our performan e
modelling approa h is given in [9℄.
In the following se tions, we present our model, the hardware, and the software omponents of the modelled environment. Then we show the modelling of
on gurations reported in the literature, whi h validate our model. Finally we
show the results on erning the model of a on guration that integrate GRAPE
boards in a distributed parallel ar hite ture.
O

2
2.1

The performan e model
Modelling approa h

Our modelling approa h an be sket hed as a so- alled Y- hart, represented in
g. 1. We de ne an appli ation model, where ea h task of the software appli ation is des ribed in terms of the operations performed, and the workload that
su h operations produ e. Workload is expressed as a fun tion of the appli ation
parameters P = f1 ; 2 ; : : : g. Our appli ation is here the tree ode; we will give
below in table 1 the modelling expressions of ea h task of the tree ode, as a
fun tion of its appli ation parameters.

application model

P = (π 1, π 2, . . .)
virtual interface
P1
P2

machine model
M = (µ1, µ 2, . . .)

P3
P4

simulation model

M1
M2

tP=1
tP

N1

N2

M3

t = f (π1, π 2, . . ., µ1, µ 2, . . .)

P

Performan e modelling pro ess. The output of the simulation model, t, is the
modelled exe ution time. The rightmost sket h represents a speedup graph (P is the
number of pro essors), showing the behaviour produ ed by two di erent values assigned
to a ertain parameter N . The meaning of the other symbols is explained in the text.
Fig. 1.

In the ma hine model, ea h ar hite ture resour e is spe i ed in terms of the
time spent in a omplishing the task it is designed to perform, as a fun tion of the
ma hine parameters M = f1 ; 2 ; : : : g. Su h quantities are basi performan e
parameters, su h as lo k frequen y and ommuni ation bandwidth.
A virtual interfa e maps ea h task of the appli ation model to the appropriate ma hine resour e; possible resour e ontention is managed and resolved by
the performan e modelling environment. The result of the task mapping is the
simulation model, whi h is the a tual simulator of the whole system. It simulates
an instantiation of the tree ode, running on an instantiation of a omputer arhite ture. A ording to the input parameters, it an simulate di erent tree ode
implementations, running on di erent ar hite tures, in luding SPDs. The simulation model outputs the exe ution time of the appli ation, the utilisation of the
various hardware omponents, and other performan e measures.
Our performan e model is implemented in Pamela (PerformAn e ModEling
LAnguage) [11℄. Pamela is a C-style pro edure-oriented simulation language
in whi h a number of operators model the basi features of a set of on urrent
pro esses. A detailed overview on Pamela is given in [11℄.
2.2

Model

omponents

The hierar hi al tree ode [1℄ is one of the most popular
numeri al methods for parti le simulation involving long range intera tions. It
is widely used in the Computational Astrophysi s ommunity to simulate systems like single galaxies or lusters of galaxies. It redu es the omputational
omplexity of the N -body problem from O(N 2 ) to O(N log N ), trading higher
speed with lower a ura y. We give now a short des ription of the main tree ode
pro edures. A simple pseudo- ode sket hing the basi tasks of the tree ode is
given in g. 2.
Software appli ation

The tree ode approa h for omputing
for es on a given parti le  is to group
t = 0
while (t < t end)
parti les in larger and larger ells as their
build tree
distan e from  in reases, and ompute
for ea h parti le
for e ontributions from su h ells using
traverse tree to
trun ated multipole expansions. The groupompute for es
integrate orbits
ing is realised by inserting the parti les
one by one into the initially empty simulation ube. Ea h time two parti les are
into the same ube, su h ube is divided Fig. 2. Pseudo ode sket hing the
into eight ' hild' ubes, whose linear size basi tree ode tasks.
in one half of their parent's. This pro edure is repeated until the two parti les nd themselves into di erent ubes.
Hierar hi ally onne ting su h ubi al ells a ording to their parental relation
leads to a hierar hi al tree data stru ture. When for e on parti le  is omputed,
the tree is traversed looking for ells that satisfy an appropriate riterion (see
[12℄ for a detailed overview on a eptan e riterions). By applying this pro edure
re ursively starting from the tree root, i.e. the ell ontaining the whole system,
all the ells satisfying the a eptan e riterion are found.
The original tree ode algorithm has been modi ed in several ways, in order to improve performan e. The tree traversal phase has been optimised by
performing a single traversal for a group of nearby parti les [13℄, whereas the
original algorithm performs a tree traversal for ea h parti le. This drasti ally
redu es the number of tree traversals, and allows on urrent for e omputation
on ve tor ma hines. It is also ideal when the tree ode is used with GRAPE,
be ause ea h pipeline of the array ontained in a GRAPE board an ompute
for e on a di erent parti le simultaneously. The drawba k of this te hnique is an
in rease in memory usage, be ause for ea h group an intera tion list ontaining
all the ells intera ting with the group must be written and stored in memory.
The use of intera tion lists is also useful for parallelisation on distributed systems. The possibility of de oupling tree traversal and for e omputation through
intera tion list ompilation, allows the implementation of laten y hiding algorithms for the retrieval of ell information stored in a remote pro essor memory [8℄. We will refer to this version of the parallel tree ode as HOT (HOT is
the a ronym of Hashed O t-Tree, whi h is the name given to the ode by its
authors).
Another modi ation onsists in omputing for e only on a small fra tion of
the N parti les at ea h ode iteration, a riterion originally introdu ed in the
dire t N -body ode ( f. [14℄). In this ase, ea h parti le is assigned an individual time-step, and at ea h iteration only those parti les having an update time
below a ertain time are sele ted for for e evaluation [7℄. In this ode, a di erent approa h for remote intera tions omputation is also implemented: data of
the sele ted parti les are sent to the remote pro essors, intera tions are omputed remotely, and results are re eived ba k. A further modi ation onsists
in rebuilding the lo al tree less frequently than at every iteration. This version

t = 0
while
if

if

(t < t end)
ode is HOT
build lo al tree
ex hange data to build global tree
for ea h group
build intera tion list
( ommuni ations needed for remote data retrieval)
for ea h group
for ea h parti le in group
ompute for es
ode is GDT
if it is time to rebuild tree
build lo al tree
for ea h sele ted parti le
traverse lo al tree to ompute lo al for es
send parti les to remote nodes

re eive parti les from remote nodes
ompute for e on remote parti les
send for es to remote nodes
re eive for es from remote nodes
integrate orbits

Pseudo ode sket hing the generi parallel tree ode tasks. HOT and GDT are
the two versions of the tree ode modelled in this work ( f. se . 2.2). Tasks involving
ommuni ation are highlighted.

Fig. 3.

will be referred as GDT, whi h is a short for GADGET, the name given to the
ode by its authors. In g. 3 we give a pseudo- ode representation of the generi
algorithm that our model simulates.
Many other versions of the tree ode have been proposed,
implementing di erent tools and te hniques. A re ent report on that is given
in [7℄. Our performan e model has been designed to reprodu e the behaviour of
state-of-the-art parallel tree odes, running on distributed ar hite tures, and able
to make use of dedi ated hardware. Table 1 shows a synopsis of the modelling
expressions of the appli ation tasks des ribed above, given as fun tions of the
relevant appli ation parameters.

Appli ation model

The parallel system simulated in our ma hine model
is a generi distributed multi omputer, where given nodes an be onne ted to
one or more SPDs. When SPDs are present, the appropriate task is exe uted on
them. The appli ation model needs no modi ation in this ase. A ording to
an input parameter whi h tells whether SPDs are present, the mapping interfa e
hooses the routine that maps the task to the SPD, or to the general purpose
pro essor. Sin e we are interested in SPDs dedi ated to the gravity for e omputation, the ma hine model of the SPD reprodu es the GRAPE a tivity, and
its ommuni ation with the host. The modelling of the fairly ompli ated data
ex hange ma hinery between GRAPE and its host is dis ussed in [10℄.
Computer ar hite ture

Table 1.

Synopsis of the modelling expressions for ea h task of the appli ation model.

p terms are onstant fa tors proportional to the operations per parti le performed.
m terms are proportional to the amount of bytes per parti le transmitted. The index
of a p or m term refers to the task performed.
All

task

build lo al tree

parameter des ription

n:
n:

number of parti les per pro essor
number of ells per pro essor
nmp : operations per ells to ompute multipoles

data ex hange for
HOT global tree

NP :

build lo al lists

m:
ng :
n:

modelling expression

pbt n log n +
pmp n nmp








mgt NP

number of pro essors



fra tion of parti les sele ted for for e
omputation (= 1 if ode is HOT)
number of groups per pro essor
number of ells per pro essor

pll m ng n

j : number of sour es from remote prodata ex hange for rmt essors
HOT global lists
ng : number of groups per pro essor

mgl jrmt ng

ompute for es

m:
n:
j:

fra tion of parti les sele ted for for e
omputation
number of parti les per pro essor
total number of for e sour es

data ex hange for
GDT remote for e

m:
N:
NP :

fra tion of parti les sele ted for for e
omputation
total number of parti les
number of pro essors

integrate orbits

n:

number of parti les per pro essor











pf m n j




mrf m N








log NP

por n


The hardware hara teristi s of the simulated multi omputer are parameterised by two onstants, p and n . The rst quantity, p , a ounts for the
pro essor speed, its value being the amount of oating points operations per
nanose onds; n a ounts for the network speed, and its value is the transfer
rate in s=B . In the exe ution model, ea h omputation-related fun tion (those
ontaining a p onstant in the modelling expressions reported in table 1) will be
multiplied by p , ea h ommuni ation-related fun tion (those ontaining a m
onstant) will be multiplied by n .

3
3.1

Results
Model validation

We present here the result of running our simulation model with modelling
parameters su h that performan e measurements reported in the literature are
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Timings of the HOT tasks. The real system timings are also reported. The
hardware ar hite ture is the Intel Tou hstone Delta.
Fig. 4.

reprodu ed. We show for ea h ase the s aling with the total parti le number N
of ea h task of the ode, ompared with the orresponding real system timings,
as reported by the measurements authors. Finally we present a plot omparing
the total ompute time for a ode iteration of ea h on guration.
The Tou hstone Delta was a one-of-a-kind mahine installed at Calte h in the early nineties. It onsisted of 512 i860 omputing
nodes running at 40 MHz, and onne ted by a 20 MB/s network. The performan e measurements reported in [8℄ are based on a run using the whole 512
nodes system, and onsist in a timing breakdown of a ode iteration taken during the early stage of evolution of a osmologi al simulation, when the parti le
distribution is lose to uniform. The total number of parti les is N = 8:8  106 .
Implementation limitations prevented our performan e model to simulate 512
on urrent pro esses, so that we limited our simulation to 32 pro esses, and
s aled down 16-fold the measured ompute time reported in [8℄. Sin e the ommuni ation overhead for that run was just ' 6%, we assumed a linear s alability
of the ode. The timing breakdown of our simulation is presented in g. 4. The
real system measurements are reported for omparison.
The gure shows that the for e omputation task and the tree traversal are
the most expensive tasks. The relative omputational weight of ea h task is qualitatively well reprodu ed by our model. Quantitatively, a ertain dis repan y between our model and the real system timings originates from an over-estimation
of the tree traversal and the for e omputation tasks, whi h also results in overestimating the total time, as shown in g. 7. Sin e the main goal of our present
model is versatility with respe t to both hardware and software modelling, and
qualitative a ura y, a quantitative dis repan y in a single ase does not limit
the general validity of the model.
HOT on Tou hstone Delta

timing breakdown
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Timimings of the GDT tasks. The real system timings are also reported. The
hardware ar hite ture is a Cray T3E. (a): performan e s aling with the number of
pro essors, being N = 500 000. (b): s aling with N , in a run with 16 pro essors. Note
the hange of s ale in the two plots.
Fig. 5.

This ase reprodu es the on guration des ribed in [7℄, where
the GADGET ode is run on the T3E hosted at the super omputing entre in
Gar hing, Germany. Ea h omputing node has a frequen y of 300 MHz, and
the ommuni ation network has a throughput of 500 MB/s. Three ases are
reported in [7℄, ea h running the same osmologi al simulation, where a system
of 500 000 parti les is evolved for 3350 time steps. The di eren e among the
three ases is in the number of pro essors used. Sin e in this ase measurements
from three di erent hardware on guration are reported, we ould ompare our
model results with a larger set of timing values. We also simulated the fastest
on guration, s aling the value of N . As reported in [7℄, we assumed that only 5%
of the parti les are sele ted on average at ea h time step for for e omputation.
Similarly, we assumed that the lo al tree is rebuilt ea h 10 time steps. Timing
breakdowns for both ases are shown in g. 5.
Fig. 5(a) shows the performan e gain as the number of pro essors in reases.
The trend in the measurements suggests a saturation in the attained performan e, arguably due to an in reasing load imbalan e. This trend is not visible
in our model results, be ause load imbalan e is not modelled. The overall pattern
of g. 5(b) resembles the HOT ase pattern. Now the tree build task is more
relevant, despite of the fa t that it is performed only every ten iterations. This
is to be expe ted, sin e the tree build task is performed for all parti les, while
the tree traversal and for e omputation tasks are performed only for a small
fra tion (5%) of the sele ted parti les. Also in this ase our model results mat h
the real system timings. The latter did not provide separate values for the tree
traversal and the for e omputation tasks, so that only the aggregate value an
be reported on the plot.

GDT on T3E
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reported. The hardware ar hite ture onsists of a Compaq 500 MHz workstation onne ted to a GRAPE-5.
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Here we simulate the on guration des ribed in [15℄. In that ase, a modi ed tree ode is used to simulate a system
ontaining about one million parti les, and groups of ' 2000 parti les share
the same intera tion list. This ode is run on a Compaq workstation with a
500 MHz Alpha 21264 pro essor, onne ted to a GRAPE-5 board ontaining 96
virtual pipelines (1 ) , ea h one able to ompute a for e intera tion in 75 nanose onds. Estimating a for e intera tion as 30 ops, the aggregate performan e of
a GRAPE-5 board is 38.4 G op/s. Fig. 6 shows the results of our simulation
model, ompared with the real system timings, as reported in [15℄.
In this ase, the for e omputation task is performed by the GRAPE. An
important fra tion of the total timing is taken by the ommuni ation between
the host and the GRAPE. The de rease of importan e of the tree traversal task,
due to the parti le grouping te hnique, is learly observable.
Sequential tree ode on GRAPE-5

omparison We ompare here the three ases presented above. We show
in g. 7 a plot of the time taken by a ode iteration versus N , as obtained from
our simulation model, ompared with the real system measurements. The value
for the HOT ode on the Tou hstone Delta is 16 times greater than the value
reported in [8℄, in order to s ale their 512 pro essor run to our 32 pro essor simulation. The onverse s aling would have resulted in simulation values overlapping
the values for the GRAPE ase.

Cases

1

A GRAPE-5 board ontains in fa t 16 physi al pipelines, ea h one running at 80
MHz, whi h is 6 times the speed of the board bus. The board 'sees' 16*6 = 96 logi al
pipelines, running at 80/6 MHz. Appropriate hardwiring manages the data ex hange
between the pipelines and the board.
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Timings of a ode iteration for the three simulated on gurations.

The simulation values mat h well the real system measurements. This allows
us to use our model to fore ast the behaviour of other on gurations with a
good degree of on den e. Results from su h simulations are given in the next
se tion.
3.2

Model fore asts

We explore in this se tion the possibility of using a hybrid ar hite ture onsisting of a distributed general purpose system, where single nodes host zero or
more GRAPE boards. We span the two-dimensional parameter spa e de ned
by the two quantities P , the number of nodes, and G, the number of GRAPEs.
We assign to those quantities values as follows: P 2 f1; 2; 4; 8; 12; 16; 20; 24g,
G 2 f0; 1; 2; 4; 8; 12; 16g. We simulate the same software on guration as des ribed in the previous se tion with respe t to the ase related to the sequential tree ode on GRAPE-5. The SPD we simulate in this ase is the GRAPE-4
[16℄, whose performan e per board is 30 G op/s, omparable to GRAPE-5's. It
provides a higher a ura y with respe t to GRAPE-5, and is used in elds as
Globular Cluster dynami s on Planetesimal evolution [2℄, where high omputing pre ision is required. The general purpose nodes are assumed to perform a
oating point operation in 2 ns, and the ommuni ation network is assumed to
have a 100 MB/s throughput.
When one of the nodes of the distributed system is a GRAPE host, for es
on parti les that it stores an be omputed on the GRAPE hosted by it. For es
on parti les residing on nodes that do not host GRAPEs an be omputed on
remote GRAPEs, provided that both parti le positions and parti le intera tion
lists be sent to the node hosting the GRAPE. This implies a very large ommuni ation traÆ . With our simulation we try to evaluate the relevan e of this
ommuni ation overhead.
Fig. 8 shows our results. It is lear that, as long as all nodes are onne ted
to one (or more) GRAPE, a remarkable performan e bene t appears. For om-
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Timings for a system with P pro essors and G GRAPEs. Comparison with a
system without GRAPES (marked as 0 G) is also provided.

Fig. 8.

parison, we also provide the timing of a system without GRAPEs. When no all
nodes are GRAPE hosts, the very large ommuni ation overhead due to sending parti le and intera tion list data is disruptive for performan e. This result
suggests that the ommuni ation task needs a very areful analysis, in order to
design an eÆ ient parallel tree ode for hybrid ar hite tures. Here we assumed
that a 'non graped' node sends all its data to a single 'graped' node. We disuss this point further in the next se tion. The plot in g. 8 also features an
os illatory behaviour, parti ularly evident in the ase with 8 GRAPEs. The loal minima (i.e. better performan es) orrespond to on gurations where P is
an exa t multiple of G. In this ase the omputational load on the GRAPEs
is perfe tly balan ed, whereas in the other ases some GRAPE bears a higher
omputational load from remote data.

4 Con lusions and future work
The eÆ ient integration of hierar hi al tree odes and hybrid ar hite tures, onsisting of distributed parallel systems powered by GRAPE SPDs, ould lead to
a very high performan e environment for the solution of the N -body problem.
In order to assess the optimal on guration, we realised a performan e model,
with whi h we an explore the parameter spa e of this problem. We validated
our model by simulating existing on gurations and omparing our results to
real system measurements. We used our model to evaluate the performan e of a
hybrid ar hite ture, and highlighted that an eÆ ient implementation of su h arhite ture is made diÆ ult by an intrinsi high ommuni ation overhead. Issues
like laten y hiding, or partial redistribution of work to remove load imbalan e,
ould help to solve this problem, and will be the obje t of further resear h. The
model would also bene t from an a urate parameterisation of load imbalan e.
An experimental on guration realised a ording to those guidelines will allow
us to ne-tune our model, whi h in turn will give a feedba k to improve the a -

tual on guration, in the dire tion of nding the optimal intera tion of software,
parallel host, and SPD.
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